Dear Common Forum colleagues,
Another year has gone by where both our organizations again collaborated well, but, as I’m sure you
would agree, in quite different circumstances!
As Dietmar asked NICOLE for some input I thought it would be good to provide you with a view of
our plans for 2021.
In 2021 NICOLE will have its silver jubilee. For a network that focuses on a relatively small (yet
important) niche of the environment and with in essence only volunteers for contributions it is
remarkable that we remain as vibrant and active as we are. At the same time, we are going through
some self-reflection to evaluate what the next 25 years could look like for NICOLE. And while this
reflection is still ongoing (and maybe should be something we do all the time) there are already a
few initiatives that I’d like to share with you and that could be of interest to the Common Forum.
First of all, our website, and, by extension, our digital interaction with the sustainable land
management community will receive an upgrade to make it a more interactive environment and a
more useful tool for members. My personal ambition is however that we also use more modern
digital tools to communicate initiatives, ask for member input, organize our workshops, publish
statements and research and therefore broaden how we interact with our stakeholder ecosystem.
As newer generations start getting involved in NICOLE there will be the expectation that we offer
and use these modern communication tools.
As part of our reflection, we also conducted a poll among our members answering the question in
the image below. The resulting word cloud in the same picture gives you a flavour of members’
thoughts. As you can see, “climate” is the number 1 response and at NICOLE Steering group level we
will see what that entails.
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In 2020, we were also successful in setting up an Academic Sub-group. NICOLE had always had an on
& off academic membership, but we felt that having a more effective interaction with the academic
world would be beneficial for the network (and the academic world in general). Establishing a subgroup at the same level as the service providers and industry has the intent of generating a stronger
exchange between that academic world and industry/service providers. A sub-group moreover has
the benefit of a (paid) secretariat which should help with keeping momentum and focus.
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Another important initiative is the idea of launching a foundation in 2021. The idea grew out of an
initiative I personally got involved in in the US, the Abundant Environment Foundation and that we
felt at NICOLE could be copied/extended in Europe. The current idea is to use the silver jubilee as the
trigger to launch it. The foundation would have a European focus and leverage the experience of the
environmental professional community through volunteering and donations to work with selected
NGOs to solve specific environmental issues. Watch this space!
So, in short, NICOLE remains as vibrant as it has been in the past and we look forward to the
continued excellent collaboration with the Common Forum.
I wish you all a deserved rest for Christmas and Happy New Year.

Johan de Fraye
(NICOLE network chair)
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